A Happy New Year to you all!

Science

Last term was a busy one, with lots going on
from the official opening of our school to
the Primary 7 Christmas Dance.

In science we have been learning about Living
Things in the Environment. Primary seven
have been investigating many different
environments across the world. We have been
learning about ecosystems, biomes and food
chains, the reasons why they are important to
us and how we can look after them properly.
We are recording new words on our word
bank tree and will continue to complete our
Science Passports in the New Year.

RME
In the month of December, Primary 7
investigated the festival of Advent and
researched the origins of Christmas
Traditions ie, Christmas cards/trees etc.

Pr

Health & Wellbeing

Maths

Topic

In Health & Wellbeing, the children were
learning about Substance Misuse. They
investigated the effects of smoking, drinking
alcohol and drugs. Primary 7 were lucky to
borrow resources from NHS Lanarkshire’s
resource library. This helped the children to
understand the consequences and dangers of
such risk taking behaviour.

Primary Seven continue to make excellent progress
in maths and have embraced many challenges over
this term. We have worked hard on division, area
and mental maths. As a class we have been learning
to use our practical math skills in money to help us
with our Enterprise topic, this has included pricing
materials, agreeing on a sale price and calculating
coin value and change.

Our Primary Seven topic for this term was
Enterprise. The class learned about how ideas
can become something special with creativity,
hard work and the right attitude. The
Christmas Fair provided the opportunity to
create a product and the class worked hard as
a team to produce beautiful Christmas cards
that could be sold with all proceeds invested
back into school funds. Leadership roles
within the class team were available and job
applications were issued. Following
interviews the successful applicants were
chosen to lead our project in various areas.

In addition to this, Primary 7 learned how to
help others in an emergency situation. They
learned how to perform hands on CPR.

